25th of March 2019

A report of the stranding of Sailing Vessel Guppy early August 2018 on a reef in Manihiki Island,
Cook Islands.
These are it’s event leading up to the stranding and the events during and after the stranding.
Following are all conversations and documents between LifeSail and Laura Dekker regarding the
sailing vessel Guppy in chronological order.

Laura’s notes to mails and statements have been made green for convenience while reading.

Agreement made between LifeSail and Laura Dekker on the 29th of November 2017
This is the main agreement between LifeSail and Laura regarding the sailing vessel Guppy and her
purposes and time with LifeSail. It clearly states how LifeSail should treat Laura and that in case
of a total loss Laura would have the full claim of insurance money. This contract was broken by
LifeSail on almost every single point. They neither took good care of Guppy nor did Laura receive
any renumeration for the loss of Guppy.
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Statement from Matt/LifeSail on the 29th of September 2017
In this statement but also the agreement from the 29th of November 2017, Matt Schulz
makes himself personally responsible and liable for anything that happens to Guppy. Also
Lori is personally responsible for the events that occured. So both Matt Schulz and Lori
Kallestad are personally responsible for the events that occurred besides obviously
LifeSail.
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Bill of Sale from Laura Dekker to LifeSail for 1.- Dollar Signed on the 22nd of March
2018

This bill of sale was merely needed to get Guppy an American flag so she was
allowed to sail with children in the USA. Foreign boats are not allowed to do this
and have many issues when staying in USA waters. It was never intended to
donate Guppy as such to LifeSail which is why the previous contract was made to
be the main contract between LifeSail and Laura, and this contract made on the
29th of November 2017 is still valid.
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Laura was appointed on the advisory board of LifeSail, however all the advice she gave was
put aside without further consideration:
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Guppy left New Zealand on the 4th of May 2018. With a crew of four including one minor.
During the voyage I didn’t get updates as I had asked for but sometimes was able to find photo’s
on facebook which rather shocked me like the photo’s below.
Picture 1: Guppy sailing with a ripped UV cover from the Genua and a flapping mizzen sail.
They didn’t furl the Genoa in with very little wind. Making it chafe against de spreaders, ripping
the UV cover
Picture 2&3: Jerrycans tied up everywhere! I advised them very strongly to never do this. Guppy is
a boat with very low freeboard, a heavy jerrycan tied to the stanchions can do a lot of damage,
like tearing of all the stanchions in heavy weather and likely causing leakage.
They proudly posted this photo on their facebook, a picture which makes every sailor cry.
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Here are some questions I raised while Guppy was in Fiji and the skipper had suddenly
left the boat?!
I did not get any satisfying answers to my questions.
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We never did get to have a phone call about it :(
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Facebook Conversations between Lori Kallestad and Laura Dekker
July 18th & 19th 2018
Showing concern about the way Guppy is handled.
They mention weathering a nasty storm while being in one of the most protected
harbours in the pacific, the storm was at the most about 35kn from what we could
see at windy.com at the time. This isn’t even called a storm..?! It shows again that
these people are not experienced sailors.

JUL 18TH, 9:52AM

Hi Lori, How's things going with you, crew and Guppy? Did you start putting up some
more sail to stop the rolling? Juts saw the little clip you posted and noticed how much
she's rolling even though there's a stiﬀ breeze to keep her steady. Also noticed the
lifelines clipped in to the dodger - hope they are just there for storage and not clipped in
to any people!! It definitely won't hold, I feel like you know this but just wanted to make
sure. Would never forgive myself if something happened and I could've said something

JUL 19TH, 10:55AM

Hi! It's great to hear from you. Guppy is doing well. Britta and I have loved every minute
sailing her!
We weathered a nasty storm while in Pago Pago and did some
some minor repairs. I didn't expect to be delayed there for so long! Shipping parts is such
a pain! I'm happy with how the boat is prepped now. I've been up the rig and know both
engines. We have been putting up more sail. The clip you saw was when we were
motoring...we were taking in the breath taking scenery when leaving American Samoa
motoring close to the island and avoiding all the reefs. We didn't set sail until we were
away from the reefs. The tethers were just being stored on the dodger frame so they were
handy when we clip into the jack lines on deck. Thanks for your concern. Safety is so
important! Don't know if you saw the tracker today...

Britta took Guppy out for a day sail while I filmed and photographed them from a friend's
catamaran.

I'm looking for the next weather window to leave for Christmas Island and then Hawaii.
I'm looking for crew and being selective...it's a tough choice. I'm also praying about and
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evaluating single-handing from here to Hawaii. Want to fly to Samoa and sail with me and
Gup to Hawaii?! That would be amazing. I know your schedule is jammed but I'm just
throwing it out there. I'd love to sail with you.
Hi Lori, that's great to hear! I'm glad your connecting so well with her, and good to hear
she's being looked after and your both taking safety serious
Sooo important
Finding crew is definitely a tough one, especially on longer trips like the trip your doing. Is
Britt not able to come with you? Sadly I really can't come, I'm in the 7th month now and
getting pretty big and clumsy ( also not allowed to fly anymore soon)
you will find the right person to come with you. Lots of love, L

Hope and pray

JUL 19TH, 8:35PM

I understand. Month 7 already! Due to delays Britta can't keep sailing. She has to fly back
to work. The school year is starting soon and she is the athletic director for a high school
with over 1,000 athletes. She already took four extra weeks oﬀ. She doesn't want to go
back to work. She started playing the Uke and decided the South Pacific is where she
wants to be. She'll be back on her boat.
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8th of August 2018 - Getting seriously concerned watching the tracker of Guppy
and questioning Matt about it:
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On the 10th of August Guppy’s tracker appeared to have moved on the reef. I
tried to contact Matt & Lori.
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You can read the mail I send on page 20.
On the 11th of August Matt wrote. ‘’I’m not in a hurry’’ What!?! My boat is on a reef and you
continue to party like nothing is happening and even tell me your not in a hurry?!
From the few cryptogrammic messages I forced out of Matt and Lori I could kind of make out
Guppy had actually stranded, but they had still not told me this.
They also never did put any boards under the hull as can clearly be seen on the picture’s. Besides
pulling her oﬀ with boats won’t make sense because pulling with a boat that has a 100hp
outboard ( which is unlikely on fishing boats on that Island) it will pull a maximum of 500 kg.
The only thing that really would have made sense is putting out anchors from the boat and using
the winches to pull her oﬀ.
This way even a ten year old would be able to get Guppy of using the spare anchor that could be
brought out with the dinghy and then winching her oﬀ.
A ten year old could easily pull 6tons this way. The first days Guppy was half floating between the
coral with her nose forward towards the sea, this was a very easy position to get Guppy oﬀ.
But at that time I had no idea of how Guppy had initially been laying on the reef as I had no
photo’s and LifeSail wasn’t telling me anything. If they would have just told me I could have told
them how to get her oﬀ as it was fairly easy to do so in the beginning with gear that I knew was on
board Guppy when they left New Zealand!
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But then suddenly I saw the tracker on the move again:
With a speed of 12.4 knots pretending Guppy was out sailing around the Island!
I couldn’t believe my eyes, why would they take the tracker oﬀ the boat and go out on
another boat to make us believe Guppy is still moving?!

This is when I went over to mail contact and also decided to forward my mails to LifeSail
to my lawyer Peter de Lange as I was beginning to get a very nasty feeling about the
things I was or rather wasn’t receiving until now. No answers or very vague answers,
leaving me completely out of the picture while the boat that I had poured my heart and
soul into was being ripped to pieces!
Fri, Aug 10, 2018, 9:45 PM

Laura Dekker
to Matt, Peter

Dear Matt,
Since Guppy has left New Zealand I’ve been watching the progress of boat and crew, getting more anxious
and nervous everyday. I have repeatedly tried to find out what has been going on, give advise and warnings
in mails, messages and calls. To little sail making the boat roll causing Hartmut a broken rib, sailing to
several islands for no good reason causing her to end up in the North Pacific during hurricane season!!
These are just two examples of many.. Now Hartmut has left the boat ( as I understood not completely
voluntarily and certainly without my knowledge nor discusion) It was from the beginning the spoken
agreement that Hartmut will sail Guppy from New Zealand to Los Angeles. Not you, nor Lori! I understand
unexpected things can happen, however I find it very un responsible to let someone sail Guppy single
handedly who has very little ocean sailing experience.
Guppy is currently crewed by an un-experienced person ( in this area of sailing)
Guppy is already in the North Pacific Hurricane season and so unable to safely continue to Hawaii
Guppy is currently moored in one of the unsafest places possible.
These are all breaches of our contract see clause 2.1 , which are your responsibility Clause 2.2
I’m seriously considering taking legal action to have her back.
I order you that Lori will set sail to open sea immediately for the safety of Guppy. This will be the safest
place for the moment. She should continue to the closest safe harbour were we can resolve this situation.
I’m expecting a confirmation of this mail and that you will take action - this mail is also cc’d to my lawyer.
Best Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Fri, Aug 10, 2018, 10:09 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

Received
Matt Schulz
LifeSail™ | President & Founder
818-424-7245 | matt@lifesail.org
Panay Way, Marina del Rey, CA 90292
www.lifesail.org | Watch Our Videos

This is the entire answer I got back ‘’received’’
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Facebook Message to Lori while she was online.

AUG 11TH, 4:04PM

Hi Lori, on the tracker I saw guppy laying in a strange spot and tried to get some info from
Matt. He’s not telling me much but I’m guessing the situation with guppy is very bad.. are
you ok? Physically and mentally? Could you please tell me what happened and is
happening? I’m very concerned about you and the boat. Also any pictures of the area and
guppy would be helpful ( I know that if she’s indeed on the reef these won’t be pretty) it
would give me a good overview of the situation. Really hope you are ok - with love Laura

I received no answer on this and wrote the following mail to Matt:

Sat, Aug 11, 2018, 7:42 AM

Laura Dekker
to Peter, Matt

Dear Matt,
I understand Guppy is indeed laying on the reef in Tauhunu.
Since this will become a legal procedure ( a boat can't be on a reef without serious damage!!)
All other conversations from this moment will continue over the mail and will be cc'd to my lawyer.
I won't consider WhatsApp a valid way off communication in this situation.
I’m expecting a confirmation of this mail as well.
Kind Regards,
Laura
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Aug 11, 2018, 7:54 AM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

It’s on a soft reef covered in part with sand, that’s what I know at this time.
I suggest we wait to get more info on this before rushing into anything.

Matt Schulz

Note from Laura: A soft reef?! Why haven’t I heard of those before?
And no rushing!!

Aug 12, 2018, 12:34 AM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

Just got an update: Hull is protected with plywood, waiting for an update in about the next hrs. She looks fine
so far.
Diver retrieved anchor and part of rode. She was just leaving to get the anchor up when coral cut rode.
Plan for French Polynesian islands.
Rest later

Note from Laura: Besides the fact of anchoring on an impossible spot, why would
you leave out rope when anchoring around coral!! There was 45m of 10mm chain on
the main anchor and more 10mm chain on the spare..
Also as can be clearly seen of the photo’s there was no plywood under the hull.
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Aug 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

Laura Dekker
to Peter, Matt

Dear Matt,
There's no such thing as soft reefs.. and even if it were sand any boat even a steel one will
get so structurally damaged from laying on it a couple of days that it will be a total loss!
Any boat anchored near a reef is in very great danger! Especially when not in a protected
area, once a boat touches a reef on open ocean it will be structurally damaged within
hours. Guppy has been here for days now. She may look fine from the outside but it's
impossible that she's isn't already so far structurally damaged that she could survive this.
How can anyone end up on a reef that is hauling up an anchor and has the engine running
ready to leave?!
It's already clear to me that you haven't been telling the entire truth or even lies for a
longer time now.
Stop telling me things that don't make sense and tell me the whole truth.
This letter is also cc'd to my lawyer.
Regards,
Laura
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Aug 13, 2018, 10:02 AM

Laura Dekker
to Lori, Matt, Peter

Dear Lori,

Since you are ignoring my previous letter in which I ask you to clarify the situation with
Guppy I’ve been forced to send you this oﬃcal letter.
I hope you are aware of the fact that as the oﬃcial captain of the Guppy you need to
inform the owner - in this case me - of anything that is happening to boat and crew. I’ve
loaned Guppy to LifeSail for an undefined period, however the boat remains my
possession.
So far I’ve not been given any updates from you directly which makes you very wrong by
law, I tried to find out how you and Guppy are doing, and you have clearly ignored this.
I’m writing this to inform you that as captain of the boat these have been your
responsibilities.
Any knowledgeable sailor would know that anchoring where you did is absolutely
impossible!
This letter will also be send to my lawyer and to Matt Schulz.
Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Aug 13, 2018, 4:20 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me, Lori, Peter

You may not have known this, but communication with Lori is limited and generally happens sporadically.
All communication should go through me. I will forward your email to her in case she has not received it.
What I know at this point is that Lori had 13 stitches on her forehead. I have talked to her, she is devastated
with what happened but in good spirits.
Lori will give a full written account of what happened. See my previous email re why this happened.
I am truly sorry for the aggravation this is causing you. It is beyond words.
Right now, we are focusing on a solution to the problem.
Hull is fine, has scratches under the Stb. WL. Right now she is resting on Pt. side on plywood secured with
lines.
Skeg is broken at the bearing and rudder is bent toward Stb. at that area.
I am waiting for specific pictures. I will give you procedural details as information is available to me.
Guppy will be properly repaired. I will take care of her.
I will keep you informed as to how we proceed asap.
Thank you
Matt

More lies since I have now phone and mail contact to the people on the Island every day.

Aug 13, 2018, 4:31 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to Jim, me, Peter

Jus received:
Cook Island Officials are notified and a network between boats and ships are established to pool
resources. There are ships in route with additional resources.
I let you know ASAP

I never did see a statement that the officials where actually really notified. And there is also
no evidence that ships were called for help.
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Then I finally did hear something from Lori
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I had been calling and writing people by mail on the island. There is a well established
mobile network, however no 4G. Also Lori was often online on facebook and even posted
messages. I repeatedly got the excuse that they couldn’t contact me because of the
internet, however I had very clear indications that there surely was enough
communications available to let me know what was going on!
However contact to people on the island got much more diﬃcult from the moment Matt
arrived, they seemed less willing to give me information about Guppy.
Below are a few facebook posts Lori made during the time of Guppy’s stranding:
Looking happy as if nothing happened.. This hurt me deeply. No time to send me a photo
but enough to do a happy island post..
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August 19th 2018

Aug 19, 2018, 11:17 AM

Laura Dekker

Dear Matt,
I received a WhatsApp message from you
yesterday: see attachment - since I asked you
to write me over the mail instead of WhatsApp I
will tell you again that I won't consider
WhatsApp a valid way of communication in this
legal case.
It's been days again since I've heard any
updates from you on Guppy - I haven't seen
any picture's or a damage report even though
she's been on the reef for over a week now!!
You send me a very unclear WhatsApp
message about celebrating your daughters
wedding!? I find this very rude! Do you even
realise how much Guppy means to me?! How it
must feel for me to sit on the other side of the
world knowing she is waisting away on a reef
and not getting any information from you!!
This mail will also be forwarded to my Lawyer.
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No answer on previous mail -

August 27th 2018

Mon, Aug 27, 2018, 10:02 AM

Laura Dekker
to Matt, Peter, Lori, ricknjus, Hartmut, Matt, info, nancio

Dear Lori & Matt
Not sure what you are both trying to keep secret from me and hide - but by now it's clear that there's
something you are hiding. Guppy has been on the reef for over two weeks now and with lots and lots of
effort, time and money to call around on my part I have found out bits and pieces of what's happened and
going on.
No updates from you! It's like having a child die overseas and no one telling you what's happening!
I have several recordings of conversations with People on Manihiki telling me about Guppy on the reef - if
you don't send me some photo's VERY soon and also a full accident report, damage report and plan of
action I will publish these recordings plus all of the info I have gathered so far. It won't be pretty for either of
you personally nor for Life Sail!
It takes a lot to get me angry, but you've both managed - ignoring my warnings and therefore ending up on a
reef is one thing, we could have talked about plans and what to do - but being treated like this is absolutely
outrageous!
This mail & all the recordings will also be forwarded to my lawyer.
Laura Dekker
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Tue, Aug 28, 2018, 12:16 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

Very bad internet
Please do not call Justine again. Her whole family (including kids, husband and grandkids) have the flu/
vomiting and her husband just came home from the hospital.
She was our best alley in the council meeting, besides she is also very ill on top of all this.
I will give you an update after we have retrieved Guppy. - The council meeting will be tomorrow.
Matt

Matt found out one of the sources of information I had on the Island. And pretend
they are ALL suddenly seriously sick and I’m not allowed to contact them anymore.
They keep promising to give updates, yet already weeks later I haven’t actually had
a serieus update from LifeSail/ Matt & Lori.
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Tue, Aug 28, 2018, 10:42 PM

Laura Dekker
to Matt

Dear Matt,
Apparently good enough internet to write a mail - and so be able to send over accident and
damage reports as well as insurance details..!
We don't need to call around again, we've got enough information to proceed.
By now I've got a pretty good damage report, I won't hesitate to publish it.
What game are you playing.. Who do you think your fooling?!
It's very sad to say the least that things need to go this way - I did not expect such a
treatment from you :(
Kind Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Aug 29, 2018, 2:01 AM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to Jim, me

Laura, you should know that I am not playing any games.
Lori send an update to you also we are in the middle of the rescue effort.
I highly suggest to hold any comments public or otherwise until you have all facts.
Thank you
Matt

From all information I had collected so far I already knew Guppy was a total loss.
So it’s a lie saying they are still in the middle of a rescue effort.
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This is the ‘’ update’’ Matt talked about. The first time I’ve had a little bit of real info and
these are the only photo’s I ever received from LifeSail from Guppy’s stranding. This is
also the last time I heard something from Lori.
Aug 29, 2018, 2:01 AM

Lori Kallestad <lori@lifesail.org>
to me

Hi Laura,
Matt arrived safely. Our focus from day one has been and is on all the logistics of rescuing Guppy.
Everything needs to be handled delicately with the government system here.
The squall that severed the anchor rode pushed her onto the reef. You can see from the sky point of view
where she was and where she is now. She is on the coral keel down. She slid keel down during a high tide
with heavy surf at night.
I've included two additional photos showing how she is sitting and how the coral has damaged the hull.
The board has required me to let them handle updates on behalf of LifeSail moving forward.
Lori
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August 31st 2018

Fri, Aug 31, 2018, 8:48 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me, Jim

Laura,
Punctured Pt. hull. Could not see Stb. waves 3m ...
Still trying to rescue Guppy. Today we almost had her up trying tomorrow again. About 12 locals are involved
and worked 12 hrs.
Suggest straighten the story much was reported incorrectly and assumed much.
Tks
Matt

Why would he be writing in cryptogrammic in a mail?! Only reason I can think of is that he
wants to show this way to me that the internet is bad, which makes no sense..

Fri, Aug 31, 2018, 9:15 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

Still working on recovery no internet last 2 days.

Matt reacting on reading my blog, I had by now published a blog about the total loss of
Guppy from information I gotten from the Island people.
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Now the LifeSail board took over and communications where between the board
and me:

Fri, Aug 31, 2018, 8:47 AM

Jim Oates <jim@lifesail.org>
to me, Veronica, Alexis, Steven, Scott, Eyal

Dear Laura,
We are as concerned as you by the events surrounding Guppy, and want you to know we are making our
best effort to save her. We know she was your first home, dear friend, and companion on your great
adventure, and our hope has been for Guppy to reach a new generation through continuing that adventure.
We still believe she will, and are deeply grateful for your donation of her to our program.
Given the remoteness of the island, communication has been difficult. Internet access is limited to a location
far from the boat, and satellite connections provide small text messages with no pictures. We want you to
know we consider you part of our extended family, and Lori and Matt's intentions have never been to keep
information from you. In fact, they have been occupied only with the task at hand, which is to re-float and
repair Guppy. Their focus on that goal is driven only by our commitment to take care of Guppy, as a
treasured part of the LifeSail program.
We are working with the governments of the Cook Islands, Tahiti, and the Manihiki Council Members, who
fully support our efforts at this time. Manihiki has limited resources, but also has beautiful and generous
people. Unfortunately, many residents were off-island due to a national holiday when Guppy was first reefed,
preventing the completion of the rescue while she was essentially undamaged and in a relatively good
position on the reef.
Now that resources are becoming available, Guppy has been pushed by tide and current to a more
precarious position, making it difficult to haul her without risking further damage. Matt has joined Lori on the
island and is meeting daily with the Council Members to discuss their capabilities. They continue to vet plans
together, as a community, while assembling resources. All with the goal of removing Guppy from the reef as
carefully as possible, to protect both her, and the reef.
We know it is difficult to wait, but once Guppy is re-floated, she will be taken to Tahiti, Samoa, or Rarotonga,
where she can be fully repaired. Until then, we are trying to give Matt and Lori the space they need to work
with the local community.
We are sorry we have no more details at this time, but for those of us not directly involved in the recovery
operation, pushing for more information from Matt or Lori, or the island’s lovely people, will not help the work
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that needs to be done. We will update you as we receive word, and if you have any further questions, please
allow us to relay those questions by contacting the board members, here in the United States.
Guppy has a special place in our hearts. We never intended to hurt her. We were following our shared dream
of inspiring others and spreading her story, and want more than ever to safely bring her to the states, so that
she can become a companion and inspiration to other dreamers, especially to those facing adversity, just as
Guppy is now.
We would simply ask, not to judge Matt, Lori or the team for any past decisions, but to judge us on our efforts
to make this right.
Our sincerest apologies,
Lifesail Board

Matt is obviously not even telling the truth to his own board as they are still talking
about refloating Guppy even though at this stage it was very clear that she was
already a total loss.
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Sep 2, 2018, 11:05 AM

Laura Dekker
to Peter, Jim, Veronica, Alexis, Steven, Scott, Eyal

Dear Life Sail board,
May I first say I find it strange to only hear from LifeSail now ( three weeks after first reefing! ) and also the
first apology from LifeSail for what happened - still nothing from Matt.
I know for a fact that communications to Manihiki are pretty good, people on the island can be reached by
phone and mail every day. I still haven't received an accident & damage report from LifeSail, I do consider
this withholding information.
From the information I have gathered it's rather clear that Guppy is a total loss ( several times) - Trying to
repair her isn't a good idea.
Nor would it be a decision for LifeSail to make, since according to our contract the boat should come back to
me even before the stranding as the contract was already broken then on several points. See paragraphs
2.1 , 2.3 & 3.1
I have attached the agreement to the mail for your reference.
This mail also be cc'd to my lawyer.
Kind Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Following are a set of mails which were intended to be between the LifeSail Board
members but where accidentally send to my lawyer in de cc as well.
September 2nd 2019
Onderwerp: Re: Guppy Status and Communication
Well at least she responded. Any thoughts on an appropriate reply, or do we just leave it alone at this time?
Sent from BlueMail

September 4th 2019
Sorry for the delay, we’ve had guests in over the holiday weekend.
I think we need to reply, but I’m not sure what needs to be said as we don’t have further information at this
time…anyone else have any thoughts? She’s definitely talking to someone on island…has Matt been in
contact with her at all?
That said, I think communication is the key with Laura, as that’s one of her biggest complaints in knowing
details on Guppy (and I think we as the Board should also be clear on what happened). Other than the email
Jim shot her, has anyone spoken with her previously (just curious who has a relationship with her?)
If I’m not mistaken, I think LifeSail’s goal is to get the boat somewhere to be fully assessed, and repaired…
but based on Laura’s statements, and the media articles I’ve seen online, she thinks isn’t possible.
LifeSail should have a plan of action…what happens if she isn’t repairable…any thoughts? And a question
for you sailors that know boats/costs/seaworthiness, what would make Guppy a loss (or are we leaning
toward she may likely be a loss?)
A few questions from me….can we get a copy of the insurance documents…does anyone have that access?
I think for peace of mind for LifeSail, we should have an internal investigation done, so we all know what
happened and why….any word why Guppy was so off-course, sailing where she was?...And how is Lori
doing?
Lastly, I’m thinking we need to get some advice from an attorney…does anyone know of anyone LifeSail can
speak with pro-bono regarding the contract and the situation? (I’ll be speaking to a friend of mine in the
morning, but this wouldn’t be one of her areas of expertise.). It sounds like Laura wants Guppy back…and
possibly financial compensation?...Is this what we’re thinking (or is that my own thought?). There are
definitely some angry folks chiming in on her blog that are suggesting she seek the legal route (and she
cc’ed her lawyer), so we need to try to keep the peace with her. So just in case, Steven do you know what
other insurances LifeSail has?
A true mess, but one I know LifeSail can weather. That said, as the Board, we should all have a clear picture
of what happened A-to-Z, know where we’re at presently and have a plan to set things right.
Warm regards,
Alexis
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September 4th 2019
I can try to answer what I know below:
On Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 1:13 AM Alexis Brown < brown.alexis@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Sorry for the delay, we’ve had guests in over the holiday weekend.
>
> I think we need to reply, but I’m not sure what needs to be said as we don’t have further information at this
time…anyone else have any thoughts? She’s definitely talking to someone on island…has Matt been in
contact with her at all?
- No idea how to reply, but maybe it would help for another board member to reply all and just address the
points she raised about communication
- So far as I know, only brief contacts with Matt. Pictures and some data came from Lori. We have reports
she has called island people, must be the source of the rest of the info.
>
> That said, I think communication is the key with Laura, as that’s one of her biggest complaints in knowing
details on Guppy (and I think we as the Board should also be clear on what happened). Other than the email
Jim shot her, has anyone spoken with her previously (just curious who has a relationship with her?)
>
> If I’m not mistaken, I think LifeSail’s goal is to get the boat somewhere to be fully assessed, and repaired…
but based on Laura’s statements, and the media articles I’ve seen online, she thinks isn’t
possible. LifeSail should have a plan of action…what happens if she isn’t repairable…any thoughts? And a
question for you sailors that know boats/costs/seaworthiness, what would make Guppy a loss (or are we
leaning toward she may likely be a loss?)
- Saving the boat has always been a long shot, and frankly was only even an option for the luck of the boat
placement in the first few days after the initial incident. Now, based on my latest brief conversation with Matt
today, it is a total loss at this point. Even if you could overcome the logistical issues of delivery of adequate
material, tools, and equipment, the boat would have long been abandoned by any other owner. The points
Laura raised, all though not all true 7 days ago, are essentially correct at this time.
>
> A few questions from me….can we get a copy of the insurance documents…does anyone have that
access? I think for peace of mind for LifeSail, we should have an internal investigation done, so we all know
what happened and why….any word why Guppy was so off-course, sailing where she was?...And how is Lori
doing?
- Steven found the insurance docs, and I will forward after this email
- Guppy was on course, she was just not on schedule. I believe Laura has made some statement that Guppy
wasn't where she was supposed to be, and I think that is somewhat inexperience speaking. Guppy was
between New Zealand and Hawaii, making her way East before crossing the trades. I think the big question
is why the crew lingered so long in the south central pacific. There is a long answer and a short answer, but I
mostly have to lay fault on the crew. All though that leads then to the understandings between LifeSail and
the chosen crew, which I know very little about.
>
> Lastly, I’m thinking we need to get some advice from an attorney…does anyone know of
anyone LifeSail can speak with pro-bono regarding the contract and the situation? (I’ll be speaking to a
friend of mine in the morning, but this wouldn’t be one of her areas of expertise.). It sounds like Laura wants
Guppy back…and possibly financial compensation?...Is this what we’re thinking (or is that my own thought?).
There are definitely some angry folks chiming in on her blog that are suggesting she seek the legal route
(and she cc’ed her lawyer), so we need to try to keep the peace with her. So just in case, Steven do you
know what other insurances LifeSail has?
- I agree she seems to want her back, which makes no sense given the situation and condition. I don't know
anyone that has specialty in this area. Under normal circumstances, to move a foreign flagged vessel to a
US flag, the following would need to occur
seller/owner import to US and pay US duty(regardless of physical location)
•
seller secure release of vessel from foreign flag nation
•
bill of sale submitted to Coast Guard
•
buyer document as US vessel
•
I think to proceed we need to understand exactly how LifeSail moved from the contract Laura sent us to the
US Documentation being registered to LifeSail. That's a point I'm still unclear on from conversations with
Matt.
>
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> A true mess, but one I know LifeSail can weather. That said, as the Board, we should all have a clear
picture of what happened A-to-Z, know where we’re at presently and have a plan to set things right.
- I've been convinced the only real hope of fixing the Laura issue was to save Guppy. It is clear to me now
that will not happen, so I have no idea how to proceed with her. I agree we should understand what E&O
insurance is available, if any, because even if Laura has no legal claim to the boat, she can still
pursue LifeSail and we will need to be represented in that case.
- As far as setting the future of LifeSail right, it of course will be without Guppy. My question for all of you who
have been with LifeSail from before Guppy is how will the loss and related press effect the success of
operations and the ability to obtain donations?

Along with the mails accidentally send to my lawyer also came a copy of the
insurance policy, which clearly states the vessel needed to have three experienced
crew onboard! During the stranding there was only one person sailing Guppy
which wasn’t even experienced in ocean sailing.
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September 6th 2018
Matt apologises after I explicitly asked him to do so, but why can’t anybody just tell me
what is going on with Guppy!!

Thu, Sep 6, 2018, 2:23 PM

Laura Dekker
to Matt, Peter, Lori, info, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Scott, Eyal, Jim, Hartmut

Hi Matt,
It's been 4 weeks now since Guppy's stranding and even though you've promised a few
times to give me an update I have still not heard anything from you on whats happening
and going to happen! Nor have I heard an apology from you for what you both have done
to Guppy! You know how much she meant to me, and how dearly I have treasured this
boat for the last 8years... :(
Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Thu, Sep 6, 2018, 10:56 PM

Matt Schulz <matt@lifesail.org>
to me

Laura,
I am deeply sorry. And i am heartbroken over the events. The delay in my communication
is not out of lack of concern or sorrow. I’m just overwhelmed. Please know that i work
everyday on Guppy (nobody is allowed to work on Sunday) and with some of the Manihiki
island community leaders. I know you treasure Guppy and i know she meant a lot to you. I
am very proud of you and your accomplishments and my intention was never to hurt her or
you.
Sincerely,
-Matt
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Fri, Sep 7, 2018, 4:28 AM

Jim Oates <jim@lifesail.org>
to me, Peter, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Eyal

Laura,
We apologize for not responding immediately. Given your response, we needed to insure
all members of the Lifesail board were able to voice opinion. You have reasonable
expectations to be updated, but we truly have limited contact with Matt or Lori on site.
Their focus has been only on saving Guppy.
The board has reviewed your blog posts and the many responses you received. You are
greatly admired and have achieved much. As an organization, we had hoped to do
exceptional things with Guppy as well, but where you succeeded, we have failed.
Based on texts from Matt yesterday, we now agree she is a total loss; however we are
waiting for the official assessment from the insurance company. This will take several
days.
On behalf of Matt, Lori, and all of LifeSail, we each want to apologise to you from the
bottom of our hearts. Please try to forgive us all for our collective failure to bring Guppy to
California.
We have also read the emails you sent directly to both Lori and to Matt.
We would just like you to remember that Matt and Lori have worked as hard as humanly
possible, and at times taken significant risks, to save Guppy. Many people, but particularly
Matt and Lori, have made sacrifices to bring forth what they believed was a great vision of
the service Guppy could make.
You are privileged to have been born with many great talents. Most people will never attain
the level of impact you have made on the world, but there are those who have honestly
tried. Matt Schulz is one of them. He has done this without personal ambition, but as a
genuine way he believed he could be of service to others.
Perhaps judgement could be questioned, but never intent.
The board will make our best attempt to update you daily from this point forward.
Sincerely,
The LifeSail Board
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Sep 7, 2018, 1:30 PM

Laura Dekker
to Jim, Peter, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Eyal

Dear LifeSail,
It's very strange that contact to Matt and Lori is so limited because contact to the island is actually very
easy, they have a good mobile and landline network and certainly good internet as the locals are on
facebook and can mail everyday - several times a day to me.
I find it amazing that every time when I do receive a mail from you or matt it says absolutely nothing about
what’s happened and is happening to Guppy. You keep avoiding the actual point!
I’ve been concerned about Guppy and Lori’s safety since Hartmut has left the boat in Fiji, since he was in
my eyes really the only capable person onboard to safely bring Guppy to LA. I’ve send concerned mails
going over into warnings since then - I’ve added the last contacts I’ve had with Matt about this before the
stranding.
He ignored my warnings and never communicated clearly. If contact with me had been made immediately
when she was first on the reef Guppy could have been saved as we have the knowledge to get her oﬀ.
Especially in the spot where she initially grounded, it was a rather good place to get her oﬀ again with gear
that is on the boat - no island people needed!! - this was possible in the first hours up to maybe a day, any
boat that is on such a reef any longer than this will be structurally a total loss.

Kind Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Sat, Sep 8, 2018, 4:29 AM

Jim Oates <jim@lifesail.org>
to me, Peter, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Eyal

Laura,
I wish we could say what you wanted to hear. We have openly shared what we know, including
your attorney in our communications. As an organization and individually, we have offered and
continue to offer our sincerest apologies.
You've raised the point of communication on the island again. Matt and Lori don't have the same
internet access as people who live there, and they walk to the one location available to them to
purchase per MB internet access to compose email and texts on their phones. Your expectation for
them to contact you more often is unfair, and you are not considering how difficult it is for them to
connect.
I can personally appreciate wishing to have had a hand in saving Guppy. However, neither of us
was there. There was no gross negligence nor ill intent on the part of any person who was.
I have had an opportunity to fully review the emails from both Matt and Lori to you. They have
given you details, sent you pictures, and responded as well as they could. I disagree that they have
not informed you, but also want to insure there is clarity on what has happened and is happening,
so will summarize the information we have below:
•

Guppy was anchored at Manihiki, only for the purpose of cleaning the propellers, sorting
the continuing fuel filter and wing engine start problems, and to obtain additional diesel

•

Overnight the anchor rode broke, causing the initial stranding, likely cut by coral when the
wind shifted 180 degrees from the direction in which previously set

•

The majority of islanders were traveling, leaving only a few people ashore and cruisers who
were anchored with Guppy to assist in pulling her off

•

Several large boats were involved, as were some equipment from shore, but they failed

•

On approx. the 9th day, Guppy was pushed by a squall deep into a channel in the reef and
was holed

•

By the end of the second week, Guppy was 50% submerged

•

At this time, she is fully submerged
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•

As of Tuesday, the recovery effort has become a removal effort

NEXT STEPS: Guppy will either be removed from the reef intact, to then be dismantled on shore,
or she will be dismantled in place. In both instances the focus is minimizing damage to the
environment, and all plans are subject to the discretion of the island council. In addition, we are
working with the insurance company to secure a loss claim.
We are committed to updating you as best we can and will continue to do so.
Sincerely,
The LifeSail Board

Here they say the anchor rode broke overnight whereas on other places Matt said
the anchor rode broke while Lori was leaving, like in his mail from August 12th.
Also they claim there where other yachts moored there which is nearly impossible
and not the case at this time. However weeks later I did find a blog of a big yacht
which had anchored there while Guppy was already on the reef, but they didn’t stay
long and had continuous anchor watch. Which was only possible because they
weren’t sailing alone!
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Sep 8, 2018, 4:08 PM

Laura Dekker
to Jim, Peter, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Eyal

Dear LifeSail Board,
The given information has many holes, is missing lots of information and is incorrect on many
points, this certainly has nothing to do with bad internet. At this time it's no use to discuss specific
points.
The way I have been treated has hurt me ( and family) to a great extent emotionally but also my
name sake and public status.
Now that it's officially confirmed that Guppy is a total loss - I do expect a concrete representation of
the actions that will now follow within two weeks of this date, including a proposal for my loss of
Guppy and damage.
As owner of Guppy I expect to be kept daily updated on the faith of Guppy with Picture's, video
( where possible) and truthful information.
This mail has been written in correspondence with my lawyer, he will also be cc'd.
Kind Regards,
Laura Dekker
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Sep 10, 2018, 4:55 AM

Jim Oates <jim@lifesail.org>
to me, Peter, Alexis, Veronica, Steven, Eyal

Laura,
We have tried to respond to each request you have made, even though you are not a part of LifeSail
leadership. We have done that out of our admiration for you, and our gratefulness for your donation of Guppy
to LifeSail.
You have made certain accusations and representations which are false. You leave us no alternative but to
direct all future communication through your attorney Mr. Peter de Lange.
The LifeSail Board

Mr. Peter de Lange,
You have been copied on much of the correspondence between LifeSail and Ms. Dekker.
Ms. Dekker has made certain representations which are false. LifeSail has made no public statements in
regards to Ms. Dekker regarding the loss of Guppy, and we have removed her likeness from our website.
For your reference and clarification, I have attached a copy of the fully executed and notarized Bill of Sale,
dated March 22, 2018.
What is your position in regards to Ms. Dekker's claim of ownership of Guppy?
I look forward to discussing this matter, and hope to resolve any dispute amicably.
Jim Oates
Vice President, LifeSail, Inc.
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Barendrecht, 12 september 2018
Dear Jim Oates,
Thank you for your e-mail with the Bill of Sale.
Of course 'Guppy' is owned by Laura. That will never change. That inseparable couple is in the hearts of
hundred thousands all over the world. They have written history together and become legendary. In some
way 'Guppy' is the first child of Laura. That child belongs only to her and of course to no one else.
Laura has more special dreams to realize. One of them she shared in full trust with LifeSail. Now it looks that
trust is abused. 'Guppy' was in danger and naturally Laura was more than worried about her. But she didn't
get the right and full information. And now there is no information at all and a total loss. That's really
impossible. No contract can or will change that.
When you choose to formalise the current situation you've to look at the full picture. As you probably know
the Bill of Sale was merely made up to get her US Documented. A foreign flagged yacht needs to get a
cruising permit upon first clearing in the US. That requirement was based on the conversation from Matt
Schulz with the United States Coast Guard. And only for that purpose there is that Bill. No one intended
more of other. So that Bill has no more or other effects.
Enclosed you find the agreement made in november 2017. Because the lack of information, no safe mooring
and so on, some of the paragraphs of the contract have not been fulfilled. In that case Guppy's ownerschip
will return to Laura. In case of complete loss of the boat it is understood that any insurance money belongs
to Laura. The other document (Donor of Guppy) states the same. In any case of any unforeseen destress,
Guppy will go back to Laura Dekker as an owner. Besides LifeSail, Matt Schulz is personally responsible for
her maintenance, and keeping her in good shape.
The conclusion is that Laura is exclusively entitled to all related to Guppy.
I hope I've answered your question to your satisfaction. I look urgently forward to get all the information and
contact details to deal with authorities en insurance company.
Of course we can speak by phone, or skype. You also can come over to Holland to discuss the situation.

With kind regards,

Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers
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19th of September 2018
Mr. de Lange
Thank you for your response. Out of respect for your position, and an abundance of caution, we have
thoroughly reviewed all documents, and have been able to speak to Matt Schulz directly by phone to confirm
his understanding of any verbal agreement he made with Ms. Dekker prior to the signing of the Bill of Sale.
The simple fact is Guppy is wholly owned by LifeSail, without reservation, and LifeSail is alone entitled to all
insurance recoveries. We dispute any claim to the contrary, and are fully prepared to defend that position.
Based on the documentation alone, we are clear on the outcome of any potential litigation.
Emotional attachments aside, vessels change ownership everyday, and Guppy is no different. For the sake
of discourse I will outline a few points.
The USCG Bill of Sale was freely executed by Ms. Dekker, certified by a Federal Notary. Section 4 would
have allowed Ms. Dekker to retain some interest in the vessel, and section 6 would have allowed Ms. Dekker
to place a lien, limitation, or any other form of exception to the sole ownership of the vessel by LifeSail. Ms.
Dekker availed herself of neither option.
Guppy is now a United States Documented Vessel. Any claim challenging the registered ownership of Guppy
in US Federal Court would be referred back to the USCG Bill of Sale, which contains no reference to any
prior contracts.
LifeSail is the named insured on the watercraft policy for Guppy. Any proceeds paid by the insurer would
come only to LifeSail, and could be disbursed only at the discretion of the LifeSail Board of Directors.
In regards to the agreement of understanding between Ms. Dekker and LifeSail dated November 30th, 2017,
assuming such an agreement were binding after her release of ownership via the Bill of Sale, the agreement
would have terminated upon complete loss per section 3.2. Given the vessel could not be moved
and was naturally exposed to the forces of tide and sea, as a practical matter the loss
occurred at first grounding.
As of that time, Ms. Dekker would have sole salvage and repair liability, with no insurance interest, of a
submerged vessel, damaged beyond repair, 1000 nautical miles from the nearest salvage operator.
Ms. Dekker should fully consider the implications for her insistence upon recision of ownership transfer. Such
a general release by LifeSail would likely be a significant burden to Ms. Dekker financially.
To be fair, Ms. Dekker is the one who took this aggressive posture, choosing to formalize the situation, as
you stated, through legal counsel. Prior to these dealings, each of us on the LifeSail Board held Ms. Dekker
in high esteem, and we regret where she has taken the matter.
In an effort to avoid further animosity or litigation, LifeSail would be prepared to negotiate a full, mutual and
general release of all disputes, which might include apportionment of net insurance proceeds post salvage,
less any value added by LifeSail to the vessel. Such an agreement would need to include additional nondisparagement and confidentiality language binding Ms. Dekker from any further attacks on LifeSail or any
LifeSail officer or volunteer, specifically naming Lori Kalistead and Matt Schulz.
I believe such an agreement would be beneficial to all, and would address any understanding or expectation
by either party.
I welcome your response, and we are ready to discuss the matter further. If necessary, we may speak by
phone or Skype, and you are in kind welcome to travel to the United States to meet with the LifeSail Board of
Directors or myself.
Sincerely,
Jim Oates
Vice President, LifeSail, Inc.
310-739-2924
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September 26th 2018
From here on the conversations went between LifeSails Lawyer and Peter de Lange.
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Barendrecht, 27 september 2018
Dear Mr Sauer,
Thank you for your e-mail dated 26th of September 2018.
As your cliënt much sufficient know by herself she has choosen to mislead my cliënt Laura by let
her signing a Bill of Sale for her own and sole registration and use of the vessel purposes and the
actual interpretation of that Bill. In a formal way your cliënts interpretation could maybe be right, but
that was ascertainable never intentend by the parties involved. There are quite other agreements
made - even personally with Matt - and those are still valid.
There were even already several breaches of contract by your client before Guppy landed on the
reef.
According to Dutch law it is quite simple to destroy a Bill of Sale in cases like this and keep for
example LifeSail, Matt and Lori fully personal responsible. I can imagine that's te same in the
States.
If your cliënt really think that she simple can refer to the text of a Bill of Sale, she's really mistaken.
Moreover, it's also a very strange expression of gratitude for all Laura did to your client. Of course
Laura is very sad about the unforeseen and unneccesary loss of her Guppy but also about the
'(lack of) communications' of your cliënt. Laura doesn't earn that at all, even not in case she should
not be entitled anymore! Besides that, we have a lot of evidence related to the ignoring of
warnings, advices and help from the locals and the presence of an incompetent and too small
crew. In my words: your client made a total mess of the whole situation, from the beginning to the
end and we can proove that quite simple.
For now it's a simple fact that there is the total loss of Guppy. So we have to deal with that fact and
for the most look at financial compensations.
First of all: with reference to the insurance agreement it's quite uncertain that your client will get out
any amount of it.
There are obvious several elements for compensation and settlement:
- the loss of Guppy, obvious not res tricted to insurance proceeds (what if there are no proceeds at
all?);
- to release (further) liabilty from your client, Matt and Lori;
- an agreement with a non-disparagement clause;
- to be quiet about the founded accusions and not to speak in public about the real causes of loss
of Guppy;
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- to give up her position en publicity with Guppy at your cliënt
- to get full rehabilitation.

I suggests your client offers a serious proposal regarding all mentioned elements within two weeks,
so that I can advice Laura in a positive way.
I'm looking forward to your reply.
With kind regards
Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers

Barendrecht, 2 oktober 2018

Dear Mr Sauer,
With reference to my e-mail from september 27th I now see a quite recent
blog from Lifesail:
https://www.lifesail.org/blog/guppy-update-10-1-18
I suggest your client withdraw this statement immedately until we have an
agreement or we agree tot disagree.
If I don't get a confirmation of the withdrawal within 24 hours from now, Laura
will feel free to publish the real facts.
In the meantime I remain,
with kind regards,

Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers
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October 2nd 2018

Mr. de Lange:
Thank you for your email. LifeSail stands behind the facts and information
contained in the blog post to which you refer. If there are specific facts that Ms.
Dekker believes are inaccurate, please let us know so we can verify.
Obviously, LifeSail cannot control what Ms. Dekker says but she should be
cautioned to stick to verifiable facts and facts about which she has personal
knowledge and to avoid speculation.
Regards,
Russell F. Sauer, Jr.
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Barendrecht, 3 oktober 2018
Dear Mr Sauer,
Thank you for your reply. Of course your client does not tell the real nor whole
story. For example: only Lori was at Guppy in stead of 3 experienced crew
members. Laura warned several times for that route en place,
but LifeSail Ignored that and did not listen.
Even when Guppy was at the reef, it was easily to get Guppy out of
there, LifeSail nevertheless avoided contact, did not send information and
avoided listening to Laura, such in spite of all the agreements made. "Shared
details and images with Laura surrounding the Guppy events?". There was
only - besides 3 pictures - a big lack of proper information and no details and
deliberation at all!
We have a lot of evidence for those facts, recorded telephonecalls , apps and
e-mails with the locals, etcetera. As LifeSail now by herself she did not inform
Laura properly nor communicate with her.
If your client would like to keep up those kind of fables, it becomes time for
the real story. Laura does not get the feeling LifeSail was and is dealing in a
real, serious and right way with her.
So again, please withdraw the blog now within 12 hours. Anotherwise, Laura
will feel free.
With kind regards,
Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers
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No answer received on this.
Next mail I wrote to Matt on the 27th of November 2018 I received no reply.
Tue, Nov 27, 2018, 12:51 PM

Laura Dekker
to Matt, Lori, Steven, Jim, Eyal, Veronica, Alexis, Peter

Dear Matt
You haven’t left my mind for months now, nor has my Guppy. Of course I had already
learned that this world is a wicked place, but with al my might I hoped to make it just a
little better by sharing, trusting and not be judgemental. I trusted you with everything I
had, keeping only the memories and lessons I had learned on Guppy over the years. This
has been by far the biggest mistake of my life, not only did it aﬀect me, but you also
destroyed something that has been very valuable to me and my family.
Guppy was my future investment which is why you weren’t allowed to sell her and she
needed to come back to me in case of a brake in the contract. Not only did you brake the
clauses in our agreement and ignored that, you also allowed Guppy to be reefed, wrecked
and become a total loss. I know you weren’t onboard, but it was you who allowed it to
happen. You made the decisions, you ignored my advice, you are responsible just as
much as Lori is, if not even more.
You proofed to me more than ever that this world is wicked beyond believe, that no one
can be trusted for their words. What you have done to me hurts me more than anything.
You destroyed what me and my family worked for very very hard! And even worse, far far
worse even - you ignore this completely and keep living your life as if nothing happened. I
don’t even know what came of Guppy, I don’t know what you did to her, I didn’t get to say
goodbye or got a piece of her. And then to not even speak of the money you received
from the insurance which should be for my family according to our agreement you have
so evilly pushed aside. We are the ones who worked for it, how can you simply ignore a
contract that’s made which says these very things? How is it possible that this disaster
this unrespectfull, disgraceful disgusting behaviour is simply ignored?!
With every day of silence the flame inside of me turns more to anger, to unbelief - realising
what a very disgusting person you are - I hope you simply don’t realise how much pain
you have and are causing me. But I’m afraid you actually do know it…
Laura Dekker
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January 12th 2019
Mr. de Lange:
It has been sometime since we communicated regarding our client, LifeSail, and the
unfortunate situation involving Ms. Dekker and the Guppy.
LifeSail is prepared to make a proposal to Ms. Dekker, discussed briefly below, to resolve
the issues between them, to help Ms. Dekker pursue her next journey and to hopefully
bring to an end the unnecessary and unhelpful negativity on social media which ultimately
reflects poorly on everyone.
LifeSail certainly recognizes the distress Ms. Dekker suffered as a result of the loss of the
Guppy. All involved truly regret what happened and wish they could reverse the history of
events. But, we cannot. Thus, LifeSail is looking for a path forward that will hopefully
provide some solace to Ms. Dekker and enable her to continue to pursue her dreams.
As you may not know, LifeSail is a very small non-profit organization whose mission is to
work with and guide under-privileged youth using sailing and seamanship as a tool. It does
not have significant financial resources, and much of what it had was spent on repairing
the Guppy, readying it for its journey and then in seeking to rescue the vessel and, when
those efforts proved unsuccessful, in protecting the environment. This does not account
for the many hundreds of hours of uncompensated labor provided by LifeSailvolunteers,
most notably by Matt Schulz and Lori Kallestad, as well as by the many volunteers from
the Manihiki community who rallied around them and their rescue efforts.
Notwithstanding its limited resources, LifeSail would like to do what it can, under the
circumstances, to assist Ms. Dekker in her future endeavors. While LifeSail fully
appreciates that financial recompense may not fill the void from the loss of the
Guppy, LifeSail believes that it is time for all to focus on the future.
With that in mind, LifeSail proposes to pay Ms. Dekker the total sum of $40,000 (U.S.) in
two installments of $20,000 each. The first installment would be paid upon the execution
of a mutually satisfactory settlement agreement with the second installment to be paid 90
days after that. LifeSail needs this additional time to dispose of certain assets and to raise
the needed funds. The payments would be conditioned on Ms. Dekker
releasing LifeSail from any legal claims and, more importantly, on Ms. Dekker’s agreement
to make a mutually acceptable public statement on social media which acknowledges that
much of what has been said has been fueled by emotion, thanking LifeSail for the
contribution to her future endeavors and encouraging those who support Ms. Dekker to
cease making derogatory comments about LifeSail and Ms. Kallestad and Mr. Schulz in
particular. While we recognize that Ms. Dekker does not control her supporters, we
believe that her encouragement to end the attacks may go a long way towards doing so.
We hope Ms. Dekker will give this proposal serious consideration. Please let us know if
the outline of the proposal is acceptable. If so, we will draft a formal agreement for your
and Ms. Dekker’s consideration.
Happy New Year.
Russell F. Sauer, Jr.
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In this letter they finally have come up with a compensation but want me to make a
statement saying all I said wasn’t true! Something I couldn’t even do if I wanted to
because it would be a lie..
24th of January 2019
Mr. de Lange:
I am following up on the email below since we received a response.
Also, I wanted to let you know that LifeSail was able to salvage several items from the
Guppy which, as part of a resolution of the issues, LifeSail would like to offer to provide to
Ms. Dekker. She may find these items somewhat comforting as reminders of her journey
on that ship. These items include the following:
·

Wheel/Pedestal/Baseplate

·

Green SSB Radio

·

Inflatable globe with her track around

·

Navigation divider

·

3-inch x 3-inch "piece" of the boat's hull (a "piece" of the Guppy)

Again, we look forward to hearing from you.
Russell F. Sauer, Jr.

Again to show their incompetence, the green radio was merely a simply VHF and
not an expensive SSB radio. And also broken because of salt water intrusion
anyway..
February 1st 2019
Mr. de Lange:
We continue to hear nothing from you or your office. Will you at least let us know whether
you continue to represent Ms. Dekker or whether we should reach out to her directly?
Russell F. Sauer, Jr.
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Barendrecht, 1 februari 2019
Dear Mr Sauer,
Laura is abroad and busy. We will discuss your e-mails when she's back and
react.
With kind regards,

Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers
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Barendrecht, 12 februari 2019

Dear Mr Sauer,
We are glad to have heard something from you again after a very long
silence.
In regard to your mail dated the 12th of January 2019 I would like to reply the
following.
We think it very strange to start up our mail conversation here and leaving all
of our initial mails and questions unanswered. There has still been no incident
report send to us from LifeSail and explanations given off what happened
during the time before and following the stranding. Laura would like to hear
from LifeSail exactly what happened to Guppy and where she is now and
all the parts thereof.
Furthermore is a compensation of 40,000 (USD) incredibly little as the boat
was worth much more and even insured for 76,000 (USD) which according to
the contract between Matt Schulz ( LifeSail) and Laura Dekker belongs fully
to Laura Dekker
I would also like to mention again that the stranding could have been
prevented entirely if good communication had come from LifeSail and Guppy
could even easily have been saved when she was initially reefed if normal
communication had come from LifeSail to Ms. Dekker & her family in the first
moments of stranding. Nor are we just talking about the loss of her Guppy,
but also the emotional and heartbreaking pain LifeSail has caused her before,
during and after the stranding because of it’s lack of communication and may
I also say scandalous way of NOT resolving this matter with her.
Another point which may be worth mentioning is that Guppy was to be used
in a film which would have been made about Laura’s journey. The script writer
and Director have had a meeting with Matt Schulz and Lori Kallestad in
Whangarei about this very matter and it was agreed that they could use the
Guppy for this. Because of Guppy’s loss, Laura will be losing her deal with
the film company which was a source of income for her. This can’t simply be
ignored!
You also mention in your letter that LifeSails funds went into: ‘’repairing the
Guppy, readying it for its journey and then in seeking to rescue the vessel
and, when those efforts proved unsuccessful, in protecting the
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environment’’. Any insurance will pay third party cost beside de value of the
boat, third party insurance always covers cost of cleaning up of stranded
vessel and protecting the environment! So these costs couldn’t have been for
LifeSail as Guppy was to properly insured according to the contract.
There were no reparations on Guppy. She was in a perfect state and could
have easily sailed with a competent skipper to any place in the world. The
boat was better equiped than it was on Laura’s round the world voyage.
Laura went through the entire boat with Hartmut Eggert who was to be the
skipper and the only one in whom Laura had confidence. However after he
had to leave the boat no further communication as to how to proceed
happened with Laura and very incompetent people proceeded sailing Guppy,
following many warnings and questions from Laura.
So again first I would like to address the fact that LifeSail needs to start with
clarifying all of our initial questions about Guppy’s stranding and every detail
thereafter. For Laura, money would never re compensate her true loss, but
we do wish to come to a fair settlement.
With kind regards,
Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers

Barendrecht, 1 maart 2019

Dear Mr Sauer,
Unfortunately I didn't see any reaction on my most recent e-mail. Can you inform
me?
Kind regards,
Peter A. de Lange
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March 2nd 2019
Mr. De Lange::
LifeSail does not believe it would be fruitful to go over all that has
transpired. We have previously made LifeSail’s position clear. LifeSail is
prepared to leave its settlement proposal reflected in the emails below
open through the close of business on Monday March 11, 2018. If the
offer is not accepted, the offer shall be deemed withdrawn. LifeSail is a
charitable organization. It needs to use the funds offered either to resolve
this matter or to put them other uses consistent with its charitable mission.
Regards,
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Barendrecht, 8 maart 2019

Dear Mr Sauer,
Thank you for your e-mail. Indeed you have made the position of LifeSail very clear.
For me it is obvious that LifeSail still does not really realize what she did to Laura
and her Guppy. Even now there is no opportunity to discuss things in an open and
respectful way. Also it is not the way LifeSail should actually teach 'the importance
of ownership, teamwork and leadership.' Of course you have to practice what you
preach, but it is obvious not the way LifeSail act in real life.
For the last time I will make the position of Laura very clear too.
As mentioned already numerous time before, Laura wants to hear from LifeSail
itself what has happened to Guppy and all the parts thereof.
The lack of information from LifeSail from the very beginning and the unwillingness
to change that, to this very day makes us seriously consider more dramatical steps
with obviously more serious consequences to LifeSail. This concerns the
background of what happened, the run up and the state of affair.
The proposal LifeSail made contains elements with which Laura could not possibly
agree. If Laura would write such a statement it would be a big lie.
The amount of the offer is also really inadequate and it even makes clear that
LifeSail would keep insurance money for itself which rightfully belongs to Laura, as
well as selling parts of Guppy. The amount mentioned is not even close for Guppy's
material loss. And it certainly does not include the consequential damages,
immaterial damages, dismissal of liability from Matt and others.
You mention several times that LifeSail is a non-profit organisation, but we do know
it has substantial sponsors and not to forget the exceptional fee's from the kids
parents! Guppy was insured for an amount much more then your offer! According to
the contract the insurance money belongs to Laura.
Laura would agree with a compensation of 125,000 EURO and proper answers
from LifeSail itself telling what happened to Guppy and her parts, a report of the
accident and everything that happened following the stranding. This is the last and
very reasonable offer from Laura as it doesn’t even nearly cover the real loss, the
loss of the film, the emotional loss, the time spend before and after the loss. Laura
spend many evenings after her daily job helping LifeSail to prepare the boat for the
trip and teaching Hartmut about the boat. And then again the many worries and
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mails while they where sailing and of course the distress after the stranding is
indescribable.
If LifeSail would agree with the terms Laura would discontinue blogging and writing
about LifeSail, she would then also keep silent about the dumping of Guppy and the
environmental pollution caused.
Laura is prepared to leave her proposal in this e-mail open until the 20th of March
2019.
If the offer is not accepted then Laura will not be silent anymore, tell and publish the
real story, travel to the States and answer the repeated questions and requests
from for example ABC-news, CNN, the New Zealand Authorities and many others
worldwide.
I hope your client will make the right choice at last.
With kind regards,

Peter A. de Lange
Vos & De Lange Lawyers
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In LifeSails latest statement from March 22nd 2019 they blame the stranding on
engine failure.
Guppy’s engines were in a new state with very little hours on them. They were both
new when I left Holland in 2010.
Both engines had been regularly and well maintained up to the day LifeSail left New
Zealand. As was the rest of the equipment onboard.
She was in a better state then when I sailed her around the world.
The engines had completely seperate systems. Seperate tanks, filters, intakes,
shafts, propellors, exhausts etc.
It would take an enormous amount of stupidity to ruining both engines!!
On my entire world tour I did not have a single problem with either engine.
In one statement LifeSail said they had taken on bad fuel. It must be noted that
Guppy had one of the most expensive and sophisticated fuel filters available in the
world. It was possible to switch to a new fuel filter with a running engine. These
filters are capable to withstand up to 1000hp and there is no way they could clog up
because of bad fuel.
Even a lot of water in the fuel wouldn’t be a problem for these SEPAR filters which
cost 1000,- euro per filter.
Unless… you would throw in a whole jerrycan of water?!
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Here the double switchable SEPAR filters from the main engine are clearly visible
( picture made in 2017)
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I’m also astounded by all the jerrycans of diesel they had tied up to the rail besides
the fact that they shouldn’t tie stuff up to the rail on a low freeboard boat like Guppy.
Guppy had about a 1000nm range on the engines with the fuel she could hold in
the tanks (250L) why where they motoring so much and needing to fill up while
sailing?!
Like this post made by Lori on her blog shows: It’s very strange to be filling a
DIESEL tank out of a blue jerrycan?! On a boat it’s a standard to have Blue
jerrycans for water Yellow for Diesel and Red for Gasoline.

@lorikallestad
Neiafu, Vava`U, Tonga
•

2 months ago 73 likes 6 comments

Fueling at sea by Britta. We are a crew of two sailing Laura Dekker's famous boat Guppy
from Fiji to Hawaii. Follow along and help us get Guppy to Los Angles. Guppy will teach
inner city students life skills and leadership through sailing. #getguppy @saucysailor
@lifesail_community_sailing #offshoresailing #southpacific #tongabound #deliveryskipper
#getguppy #offshoresailing
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I was sick of all the lies, twisting of the truth and the back and forth of
accusations and writings of blogs. So I decided to publish everything I have.
These are ALL the mail conversations which have gone between LifeSail and
Me or my Lawyer Peter de Lange.

I hope by publishing this people will be able to have their own read through it
and that it gives clarity to the situation as to what really happened between
the two parties. I also think it should clarify the untruthful facts which have
been stated in their latest blog. And that these people are clearly not capable
of safely sailing with children.
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